Comparison of the efficiency of various flow charts of Longwall coal mining
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Abstract: - For increasing the efficiency of longwall coal mining a mathematical model and a simulation model of the longwall coal mining were developed. 2D and 3D visualizations of the execution of the simulation model were realized. The main goal of the modeling of coal mining in a fully-mechanized stoping face is the comparison of flow charts of Longwall coal mining, the evaluation of performance of a drum shearer depending on such factors as technical parameters of the drum shearer, size of a stoping face, flow charts of the drum shearer operation, changing geomechanical characteristics of the coal seam. As a result of simulation the dependences of the drum shearer performance and annual mine profits on the length of the stoping face and flow charts of the drum shearer operation such as one-way flow chart, shuttle flow chart and bench flow chart were obtained.
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1 Introduction

At present, many coal mines have problems in making decisions to increase productivity, to improve coal production planning, to use new mining machines and new perspective technologies for coal mining.

Increasing the reliability of information on mining geological conditions of coal seam occurrence and geomechanical characteristics of coal seams is an actual problem for coal mines designing. The initial information for mine designing is based on geological survey data and, due to low network density of prospecting boreholes, it can be insufficient for accurate assessment of commercial reserves of a coal deposit, its geomechanical and geotechnical characteristics. For this reason, in mine operating practice, the cases of considerable deviations from design performance and decline in mine operating efficiency are frequent.

One of the reasons is that in underground coal mining, the dimensions of panel sections increase from year to year and reach 2–3 km and more, and the distances between prospecting boreholes remain the same and make up 300–500 m. It is impossible to obtain and use reliable parameters of coal seam occurrence and geomechanical characteristics during the design stage at such length of longwalls and wide borehole spacing. Additional rock interlayers and geological faults, changes of dip angle and seam thickness are frequently observed in mine construction and roadway drivage.

Averaging of mining and geological conditions of seam occurrence and seam geomechanical characteristics is usually accepted in mine designing practice. Taking considerable dimensions of panel sections into account, such averaging leads to non-coincidence of design and actual data of coal faces operation and decline in mine operating efficiency. Incorrectness of some existing guidance manuals on advance speed calculation and drum shearer capacity should also be noted.

The goal of this work is the rationale for making decision using mathematical and simulation modeling for increasing the productivity of longwall mining in coal seam with variable geomechanical and geotechnical characteristics.

The originality of this work is the calculation of distributed values of the geomechanical characteristics of the coal seam calculated by the inverse distance weighting method, instead of the average values of the geomechanical characteristics of the coal seam used in practice.

The most suitable way to solve these problems is simulation. There are many publications that support this proposition [1] – [10]. There are also many publications about using simulation to solve problems for longwall coal mining [11] – [16].

To solve these problems for underground coal mines in Kuznetsk Coal Basin (Russia, Western Siberia) the simulation system MTSS [17] was used. It is a visual interactive and process-oriented
discrete simulation system intended to develop and execute the technological processes models.

The simulation system MTSS was realized in accordance with following requirements:

- Visual interactive interface for simulation models creation and execution.
- Usage of graphical tools for model creation.
- Support for fast model creation.
- Simulation model is created from existing ready-to-use simulation models from subject area oriented libraries.
- Simulation model creation by subject matter experts.
- Simulation model and simulation system must be able to be connected to any external systems.
- Simulation model execute in two-dimension (2D) and three-dimension (3D) views.
- Simulation results are presented as complete analysis, without necessity of any additional analysis.
- Any statistical data can be exported and analyzed externally.

A distinguishing feature of the simulation system is its orientation toward the users who are the experts in a particular subject area (process engineers, mining engineers).

The fast development of models is carried out owing to the visual-interactive interface and specialized libraries of models of technological equipment for specific subject areas, 3D visualization.

To simulate the technological processes in coal mines in MTSS simulation system the specialized libraries of mining machines for such coal mine subsystems as an underground conveyor network, a pumping subsystem, and a power supply subsystem were developed. With the use of the specialized libraries a number of models of these subsystems for underground coal mines in Kuznetsk Coal Basin (Western Siberia) were created [18].

In this paper a new simulation model of longwall coal mining is considered. This model was realized in the frame of the simulation system MTSS with using of a specialized library of models of mining machines in a fully-mechanized stoping face. This model intends to research processes by longwall coal mining and to solve a problem of evaluation the productivity of a drum shearer depending on such factors as technical parameters of the drum shearer, size of a longwall face, flow charts of the drum shearer operation, changing characteristics of the coal seam.

Flow charts of the drum shearer operation such as one-way flow chart, shuttle flow chart and bench flow chart were realized in the simulation model. 2D and 3D visualizations of the execution of the simulation model were realized.

The second section of this paper provides a mathematical model of the productivity of the drum shearer. The third section describes the simulation model of the longwall coal mining operation and the results of its implementation and execution.

2 The mathematical model of productivity of the drum shearer

In mine design, theoretical advance speed (V) and productivity (A) of a drum shearer in longwall mining is determined from the formulas (1) and (2) [19, 20].

\[
V = \frac{30N\eta_1 K_1}{f P \cos \alpha \pm P \sin \alpha + Smn_2 K_0(m)K}, \quad (1)
\]

where:

- \(N\) — the capacity of drum shearer drive;
- \(\eta_1\) — the efficiency of feed drive gearbox;
- \(n_1\) — the number of picks in a cutting line (assumed subject to the drum design);
- \(K_1\) — the coefficient taking into account a part of capacity of drum shearer drive to move the drum shearer;
- \(f\) — the coefficient of sliding friction between drum shearer and scraper conveyor;
- \(P\) — the drum shearer weight;
- \(\alpha\) — the dip angle of coal seam;
- “plus” and “minus” in front of the drum shearer weight specify the drum shearer movement up and down the longwall respectively;
- \(S\) — the averaged cutting resistance of coal;
- \(m\) — the mineable thickness of coal seam;
- \(n_2\) — the number of picks that cut coal simultaneously (for most drum shearers, this number includes half of all picks on the drum);
- \(K_0\) — the coefficient, taking into account the decreasing of the cutting resistance of coal under the influence of rock pressure;
- \(K\) — a certain coefficient taking into account the characteristics of cutting angle as well as width, dulling, and shape of picks.

\[
A = \gamma m r V = \frac{30\gamma m r P \cos \alpha \pm P \sin \alpha + Smn_2 K_0(m)K}{f P \cos \alpha \pm P \sin \alpha + Smn_2 K_0(m)K}, \quad (2)
\]

where:

- \(\gamma\) — the coal density;
- \(r\) — the drum shearer cutting width.

The averaged characteristics of the coal seam are used in formulas (1) and (2). More accurate formulas (3) and (5) are proposed in [21]. The
averaged characteristics of the coal seam have been replaced by distributed ones. \( V(x,y), A(x,y), \alpha(x,y), S(x,y), m(x,y), \gamma(x,y) \) are functions of the corresponding characteristics of the coal seam in current position of the drum shearer with \((x, y)\) coordinates.

\[
V(x,y) = \frac{30 \eta n K_i}{\sqrt{P \cos \alpha(x,y) + P \sin \alpha(x,y) + \Delta(x,y)}}
\]

\[
\Delta(x,y) = S(x,y)m(x,y) + K_r(m(x,y))K
\]

\[
A(x,y) = \gamma(x,y)m(x,y)K
\]

Values of functions \( \alpha(x,y), S(x,y), m(x,y), \gamma(x,y) \) are calculated with the Inverse Distance Weighting method according to the following general function (6).

\[
F(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{d_i^{-2} F_i}{d_i}, & \text{if } d_i \neq 0 \\
F_i, & \text{if } d_i = 0 
\end{cases}
\]

where:
- \( n \) — the number of geological prospecting wells nearest to stoping face that are taken into account while calculating,
- \( F_i \) — values of the corresponding characteristics of the coal seam in \( i \)th geological prospecting well,
- \( d_i \) — the distance between the \( i \)th geological prospecting well and the mining face with current position of the drum shearer \((x, y)\).

### 3 The simulation model

In the frames of simulation system MTSS a complex integrated model of longwall coal mining was implemented. This model involves the following interacting parts: the coal seam model, the drum shearer model, the model of scraper conveyor, and the model of powered roof supports.

The parameters of the coal seam model are:
- The number of geological prospecting wells, their geographical coordinates, and values of coal seam characteristics in each geological prospecting well.
- Thickness of coal seam.
- The length of the longwall face etc.
- The parameters of the drum shearer model are:
  - The capacity of drum shearer drive.
  - The efficiency of feed drive gearbox.
  - The number of picks in a cutting line.
  - The weight of drum shearer.
  - The coefficient of sliding friction between drum shearer and scraper conveyor etc.

All parameters of the mine equipment models and coal seam model correspond with the parameters of the actual mine equipment operating at one of the coal mine in Kuznetsk Coal Basin. The main goal of the detailed simulation of longwall coal mining is the evaluation of productivity of a drum shearer depending on different factors such as: technical parameters of the drum shearer, size of a longwall face, flow charts of the drum shearer operation, changing geophysical parameters of the coal seam.

Generally the following factors influence the productivity of the drum shearer in the stoping face:
- The geophysical state of the coal seam.
- The advance speed of the drum shearer;
- The technical characteristics of the drum shearer;
- The delays at the end of the longwall face;
- The delays associated with the movement of the roof support;
- The delays associated with the scraper conveyor;
- The delays associated with the belt conveyor;
- The delays associated with the increase of methane release;
- The delays associated with equipment failures;
- Regulations conditions and maintenance etc.

In this paper the influence of the first six factors on the drum shearer productivity was studied.

The main window of the longwall coal mining model carried out with simulation system MTSS is presented in Fig. 1. The right gray field represents a coal seam; the blue rectangles mark the positions of two augers of a drum shearer. The arrow shows the direction of movement of the drum shearer. Black rectangles represent pans filled with coal. Yellow rectangles represent empty pans. The positions of the sections of the mechanized roof supports are indicated by brown rectangles.

Fig. 1 shows a sample of 2D visualization of model execution. Fig. 2 shows a sample of 3D visualization of model execution.

The parameters of mining machines and flow charts of drum shearer operation can be set interactively in the parameters window. The control buttons are located in the main window: to start the drum shearer; to stop the drum shearer.

The main factor influencing on the drum shearer productivity is the state of the coal seam (the coal cutting resistance). It restricts the drum shearer advance speed.
A feature of the simulation model is a detailed simulation of drum shearer motion, including oblique turning, the interaction of the motion of the drum shearer with other mining machines (powered supports and scraper conveyor), distributed calculation of mining-geological and geomechanical states of the coal seam, as well as gas-bearing capacity based on exploration well data. Simulation experiments using the proposed model provide theoretical and simulation results for comparing and solving optimization problems.

Fig. 1. The main window of the longwall coal mining model.

Fig. 2. 3D visualization of model execution.

The MTSS system has a mining machine database containing several dozen items (brands). Once a mining machine is chosen, all its technical characteristics are loaded into the model. Before running the model, the user selects the mining machines involved in the simulation experiment (shearer, powered roof supports, conveyors) using the menu system. The MTSS
system has a mining machine database containing several dozen items (brands). Once a mining machine is chosen, all its technical characteristics are loaded into the model.

Next, the user sets the number and coordinates of exploration wells and the mining-geological and geomechanical characteristics of the coal seam in these wells. The database contains information on exploration wells for several Kuznetsk Coal Basin mines.

After that the user sets the linear dimensions of the face, for example the face length, selects flow chart of operation of the drum shearer, sets model run modes and forms of output data presentation, and runs the model.

In longwall mining are applied following flow charts operation of the drum shearer: one-way flow chart, shuttle (two-ways) flow chart and bench flow chart.

In the one-way flow chart the cycle of operation of the drum shearer consists of its forward motion in the operating mode and in the reversely motion in the mode of the cleaning-up. In the shuttle mode the cycle of operation of the drum shearer consists of its forward and reversely motion in the operating mode.

The one-way flow chart and shuttle flow chart are used for coal cutting with respect to complete seam thickness; the upper and lower drums operate simultaneously.

Shuttle or bench flow chart is usually used in mining thick coal seams. When applying the shuttle flow chart, the seam is cut with respect to total thickness by two drums with diagonal entries of the shearer at the end of mining of each coal band. In the bench flow chart, first the upper layer of the seam with the thickness corresponding to the drum diameter is extracted, as the drum shearer moves upward in the longwall, and then the lower seam layer is cut with retreat cleaning-up.

In bench flow chart, first the upper bench with a thickness equal to drum diameter is cut sequentially and then, when drum shearer moves reversely, the remaining lower seam layer is cut. This flow chart is usually applied for coal seams with a thickness of 4–6 m. In bench flow chart coal is extracted by one drum, the upper one in cutting the upper bench and the lower one in extracting the lower bench.

The subject of the research is the detailed simulating of one-way flow chart, shuttle flow chart and bench flow chart of the drum shearer operation together with movement of powered roof supports depending on geophysical state of coal seam.

With the developed longwall mining simulation model a series of experiments was performed. During the run of the simulation model, the current values of all output parameters are calculated. These current values can be displayed in user-specified indicators in the main window of the model or as graphs in the main window of the model or in new windows.

As a result of simulation the dependence of the drum shearer performance on the length of the longwall face and flow charts of the drum shearer operation such as one-way flow chart, shuttle flow chart and bench flow chart was obtained. The obtained results are presented in the form of graphs in Fig. 3 (in tons per minute).

The solid red line in the figure corresponds to the bench flow chart. The blue dotted line in the figure corresponds to the one-way flow chart. The green dash-dot line in the figure corresponds to the shuttle flow chart.

The productivity of the drum shearer was calculated with using (5). All experiments were carried out under the equal conditions of the movement of the drum shearer SL-500/1 to a certain depth into the coal seam in Ilevsky Mine in Kuznetsk Coal Basin.

The obtained results allow us to conclude the following:
- The shuttle flow chart of coal mining is more productive then other flow charts.
- Increasing the length of the longwall face, beginning from a certain value, does not significantly affect the increase in the productivity of the drum shearer.

Using the results of simulation the productivity of drum shearer, the dependence of the annual stoping face profit on the length of the face and flow charts of coal mining was obtained. The obtained results are presented in the form of graphs in Fig. 4 (in million RUR per year).

The solid red line in the figure corresponds to the bench flow chart. The blue dotted line in the figure corresponds to the one-way flow chart. The green dash-dot line in the figure corresponds to the shuttle flow chart.
The annual profit was calculated as the annual profit received by the mine from the sale of coal from the face, minus the annual operating costs. The annual operating costs consist of two parts. The first part is fixed costs (without amortization) in the face for salaries, materials, electricity etc. regardless of the length of the face. The second part is operating costs depending on the length of the face.

When calculating the annual profit the operation of the face in the mode of two working shifts and one maintenance shift per day was taken into account. Some other relevant studies can be found in [22] and [23].
4 Conclusion
A MTSS model has been developed for a longwall mining operation. The model is capable of simulating all longwall cutting operations and has the ability to assess the impact of operational parameters and delays on coal production. A distinctive feature of the model is the calculation of the distributed values of geomechanical characteristics of the coal seam, in contrast used in practice to the average values of the ones. The model can be used to help practitioners determine how can be achieved the increasing the productivity of coal mining by changing various operational parameters before costly tests are undertaken. The extension of the considered model of the stoping face operation is assumed to be carried out in the future. Models of aerogasdynamics of methane-air flow in a long stope and models of a belt conveyors subsystem, a ventilating subsystem, and a power supply subsystem of a coal mine will be additionally included into the complex model of the stoping face operation. The MTSS simulation system can be used not only for simulation of the existing coal mining technologies, but also for simulation of perspective robotized technologies and manless coal mining technologies.
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